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Celebrate the season with the Moda All-Stars! They're back with 15+ handmade gifts to give or keep. Choose from speedy stockings, pincushions, and coasters to make in multiples. Or, pick a
patchwork project: lap quilts, table runners, and other deck-the-halls designs abound. Complete most projects in a weekend or quicker--no need to fear the holiday time crunch! And just for
fun, learn all about the favorite seasonal traditions of the All-Stars in a series of Q&As. Royalties from the sale of this book will be donated to the Marine Toys for Tots Foundation.
A quiltmaking journey begins with the inspiration to take the first step, and you'll find a wealth of antique-style blocks and quilts to lead you on Hope's Journey. Inside a dozen chapters, author
Betsy Chutchian shares 28 timeless block patterns in a variety of sizes, along with 11 small quilts to sew using nineteenth-century reproduction fabrics. Once blocks are sewn, you can mix and
match them into one of four spectacular, puzzle-piece-style sampler quilts that will guide you toward your journey's end. Designed as a rich visual treat for lovers of vintage quilts, each chapter
also includes fascinating facts about the American frontier and the hopeful journeys that pioneers took in search of a better life.
Create delightfully scrappy quilts featuring classic quilt blocks--and get to the finish line fast using time-saving precut fabrics. No need for stockpiles of scraps; precut bundles include small cuts
of many different fabrics, so getting a scrappy look is a snap. Simply pick your favorite precut! * Layer Cakes: Tasty 10" squares made for slicing up quickly * Jelly Rolls: scrumptious 2 1/2" x
44" strips to cut and sew * Fat quarters: yummy 18" x 22" chunks of fabric fun--a quiltmaking favorite Just one or two precut bundles plus a background fabric are all you need to make these
beauties. And you know if it's from Sue, it's economical too! She'll help you make the most of any precut bundle you buy.
Ever said, "I wish I had time to make that!"? With this fun project book, you can slide in time to sew every day-little by little during your lunch hour! Perfectly portable projects can be completed
in as little as an hour or over just a few lunch hours during the week. Choose from pillows, small quilts, cute bags, and more--all beginner friendly, simple to start, and fast to finish. Whether
lunchtime is spent at the office, on the road, or right at home, break up each busy day with some sublime stitching time!
Discover how to reproduce the time-honored treasures of the past with authenticity and ease. Create your own versions of antique designs from a stunning collection of history-rich quilts
spanning the late 1800s through the 1930s. Get the historic look you love with detailed instructions for constructing your reproduction from start to finish, with a special focus on the types of
quilting designs popular through the years. Use your modern quilting tools and skills to re-create antique quilts for daily use or display An essential resource, brimming with possibilities for
antique-quilt lovers Close-up photos and detailed construction tips make it easy to understand how antique quilts were finished
Want to be a scrap quilter? Great! Want to think like a scrap quilter? Learn from a master! Lissa Alexander has spent three decades honing her scrap-quilting talents, and in her first solo book,
she offers page after page of tips for making dazzling scrap quilts bursting with colors, prints, and textures. Learn Lissa's secrets for deciding which fabric combinations work (and
understanding why others don't). Best of all, with a dozen patterns to choose from you'll discover how to (finally!) use your unique stash to make scrap quilts that sing. Includes a preface by
renowned quilt historian Barbara Brackman.
Offers instructions for creating an array of unique quilts and personalized projects, including seat pillows and journal covers, with tips for incorporating embellishments, such as beads and
bows, for gifts for all occassions. Original.
Explore the patchwork style and scrappy flair of 58 history-rich quilts inspired by patterns and fabrics from the 1800s. Showcase the traditional color combinations of reproduction fabrics and
popular Civil War-era blocks that quilters love in patterns for mini-quilts, lap quilts, and large bed-size projects. Use your favorite reproduction fabrics--including scraps and precuts--in quilts
ranging from simple to intricate, all created by expert designers.
Get a whopping 51 patterns for the always-popular lap quilt--designs for everyday, seasons, holidays, and special days abound. And at just 55 cents per pattern, you'll enjoy both inspiration
and savings! Discover quilts from outstanding designers, including: * Country Threads * Kim Diehl * Amy Ellis * Sherri K. Falls * Joanna Figueroa * Jill Finley * Lynne Hagmeier * Kimberly Jolly
* Nancy Mahoney * Me and My Sister Designs * Carrie Nelson * Pat Sloan * Cheryl Wall * Corey Yoder * and more! Lap quilts are the perfect size for so many occasions: cozy cuddling,
creative decorating, gift giving, and more. You'll lap up this versatile lap-quilt pattern collection--there are SO many ways to use it!
Colossal creativity abounds in this BIG book of little quilts! This latest addition to Martingale's "Big Book" series offers a whopping 51 patterns for small quilts, 40" square or smaller, to be
exact. At just 55 cents per pattern, you'll find tons of inspiration and a lot of savings! Quilts are categorized into four diverse chapters--Fresh Takes, Retro Faves, Applique, and Holiday. Take a
mini quilting break with Country Threads, Amy Smart, Pat Sloan, Carrie Nelson, Jo Morton, Kim Diehl, and many other talented designers. The quilts in this stellar collection are easy to start
and finish, to give and display, and to enjoy while sewing an afternoon away.
Generations of quilters have been captivated by the simple beauty of red-and-white quilts. Today's quilters are no different. Whether it's humble patchwork or more complex designs, a quilt
stitched in only red and white fabrics speaks to the hearts of so many quilters. In Red & White Quilts, 14 of our generation's top designers share their takes on red-and-white quilts, ranging
from vintage-inspired beauties to more modern styles. From patchwork to applique to English paper piecing, designers including Lisa Bongean, Sue Daley, Kim Diehl, Victoria Findlay Wolfe,
Carrie Nelson, Camille Roskelley, and Jen Kingwell offer a one-of-a-kind collection sure to inspire you to create your own legacies in red and white.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Kim Diehl--on a splendidly small scale! Kim's little quilts have three big benefits: they're scrap friendly, they're quick to finish . . . and they're as cute as can
be. Now you can create a wonderful variety of pint-sized quilts in Kim's signature style. Enjoy 18 projects from Kim's Simple Whatnots Club, previously available only in individual patterns.
You'll learn streamlined techniques for petite patchwork, invisible machine applique, and cozy wool applique. Use completed projects as wall quilts and table toppers, or follow Kim's lead and
display projects in other creative ways. As always, Kim shares her "Extra Snippet" sewing tips throughout so that YOU can become a better quilter. Also available: Kim Diehl's Simple
Reflections journal, where this best-selling author of 14 books on quiltmaking has gathered her favorite quilts, recipes, and more to enjoy year-round.
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More than 28,000 quilters have sewn along with the Splendid Sampler community online. Now Pat Sloan and Jane Davidson return with 100 all-new block patterns to inspire quilters all over
the world, all over again! Choose blocks designed by Pat and Jane plus superstar quilters Lissa Alexander, Carrie Nelson, Jenny Doan, Susan Ache, Betsy Chutchian, and many more. Blocks
made with patchwork, applique, embroidery, and paper piecing provide plenty of opportunities to try new techniques. You'll discover fun ideas for arranging your blocks in a gallery of sampler
quilts. Share your progress online and experience the joys of quilting with this "Splendid" community of quilters!
Whip up a quilt today for a baby shower, birthday, holiday, or just to bring a smile to Baby's face! These 13 fabulously fast and delightfully simple quilts for little ones are bright, adorable, and
super easy to make. Share the love with cuddly traditional and modern patterns by today's top quilt designers.
2 copies located in Circulation.
Go ahead and indulge in those irresistible 5" precut fabric squares. You've just discovered 10 different ways to show them off! These quilts look terrific in a variety of colors and give you lots of
choices for small, quick gifts, plus a few larger ones.
Welcome to structured improvisation, where there's a plan in place...but still plenty of room to play! Learn three methods for sewing together rectangles, squares, strips, and even the tiniest
fabric scraps to create new yardage; then use the resulting scrappy fabrics in a dozen dazzling step-by-step quilt patterns. Start by working with just one color at a time to get the hang of
improv piecing. Soon you'll progress to mixing colors and prints in scrap-packed quilts that will give a happy home to every piece of fabric you've ever saved!
Popular blogger Amy Smart shares the tips and techniques she uses to quickly create complex-looking quilts. This go-to collection is ideal for beginners as well as experts who want to make a
striking yet speedy quilt. Enjoy 12 versatile designs that have lots of movement and work well with many styles of fabric--a terrific value Choose from three quilts in each of four shortcut
categories: strip piecing; quick corners; slick slicing; and stack, slice, and shuffle Find enticing patterns in various sizes; many use precuts and scraps
Stay pain-free with this quilter’s survival guide to a healthy mind, body, and spirit. Ever been unusually sore after a marathon day of crafting? There’s no need for pain! This guide will make
sure you have the right posture, techniques, and stretches when putting in those dedicated hours on your next project. Expert Rose Parr will teach you the methods behind ergonomics with
useful visual guides, endless tips, healthy recipes, and contributions from the best quilters in the industry!
Just as a home's hearth warms the family, this collection of quilts, pillows, table runners, and other delightful objects from designer Sherri McConnell will warm the hearts of your family and
friends. Brimming with 14 pretty and practical projects, this book is a must-have addition to every quilter's library. McConnell, perhaps best known for her fan-favorite blog, AQuiltingLife.com,
also shares helpful advice for featuring quilts and smaller projects to create the home you love.
Experience the magnificent work of one of the world's most esteemed quilt artists in this retrospective of Japanese master quilter Yoko Saito. Ms. Saito's distinguished career unfolds in dozens
of spectacular photographs that reveal her astonishing patchwork and applique creations up close like never before - all sewn to perfection. Admirers will revel in this gorgeous hardcover
keepsake volume as they read about Ms. Saito's fascinating artistic journey, in her own words.
Cheerful, adorable crafts that kids will love! Childhood is supposed to be magical. Instead of generic bedding, add some whimsy to children's bedrooms with fanciful quilts and huggable pals
that looks like they jumped right off the fabric. From playful puppies to retro robots, this fanciful collection from author Antonie Alexander offers easy-to-follow directions for making one-of-a-
kind creations! Inside you'll find: • 10 themed quilts with more than a dozen matching stuffed toys • Basic quilting, piecing, applique and finishing instructions • A digital link to download quilt
templates and full-size soft toy patterns in a ready-to-print PDF
Using scraps cut from the family's old clothing, Tanya helps her grandmother and mother make a beautiful quilt that tells the story of her family's life.
Here in one handy volume are 20 popular quilt patterns from "McCall's Quilting" and "McCall's Quick Quilts" magazines.
Red & White Quilts14 Quilts with Timeless Appeal from Today's Top DesignersMartingale
Just like those colorful fabric bundles no quilter can resist, here's an array of tantalizing quilts all bundled into one must-have book. Find exciting quilt patterns by Cassie Barden, Audrie Bidwell, Kim Brackett,
Mary J. Burns, Lesley Chaisson, Jodi Crowell, Sara Diepersloot, Susan Teegarden Dissmore, Victoria L. Eapen, Amy Ellis, Mary Etherington and Connie Tesene, Krista Fleckenstein, Cornelia Gauger,
Regina Girard, Mary Green, Barbara Groves and Mary Jacobson, Jeanne Large and Shelley Wicks, Nancy J. Martin, Terry Martin, Carrie Nelson, Susan Pfau, Claudia Plett and Le Ann Weaver, Rebecca
Silbaugh, Adrienne Smitke, Karen Costello Soltys, and the staff at That Patchwork Place®. Make the most of fat quarters, fat eighths, 5" and 10" squares, and 2 1/2" strips Suit your style with 64 different
projects, brilliantly organized by the cut of fabric Enjoy specially selected designs that are ideal for precut fabrics or for cutting your stash down to size
Introducing more sensationally simple quilts from Me and My Sister Designs--Layer-Cake style! Sisters Barb and Mary are famous for sharing little sewing tricks that make quilts look more complex than they
truly are. In Easy Layer-Cake Quilts 2, they're at it again! Put your Layer Cakes (or any 10" fabric squares) to work in 11 easy quilts that are as pretty as can be. A Layer Cake, a background fabric, and
maybe a border fabric or two are all you need to begin!
Evelyn Sloppy presents 20 projects for super-quick quilts. Each quilt features one supersized block, with just three to five fabrics and large pieces, you can whip up a traditional quilt in no time.
Long and skinny or short and wide, modern and minimal or traditional and scrappy, the 56 toppers in this book fit any table. This collection features patterns by today's favorite designers. Styled photography
offers a colorful preview of how the quick-to-stitch projects look on tabletops and shows creative ways to include the designs in your home decor Seasonal and holiday-themed projects are ideal for gift giving
and year-round stitching Double the variety with two comprehensive sections: traditional, long table runners and diversely shaped table toppers
It's so easy to create quilts that repeat a single block--make just one and you'll have the confidence to fly through the rest of your quilt! Choose from a whopping 57 quilts to piece one block at a time, or make
blocks in multiples with quick chain-piecing methods. Star designers including Kim Diehl, Country Threads' Mary Etherington and Connie Tesene, Pat Sloan, Carrie Nelson, and Jo Morton will help you along
the way. Pair your repeated blocks with plain squares, rotate blocks for a playful spin, or simply line them up row by row. From fun make-in-a-weekend designs to stunning quilts to cherish and pass on, you'll
find the perfect block to repeat in this colossal compilation of quilt patterns!
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Short on time but keen on style? Looking for a quick, fun-to-sew project to perk up your decor? Or perhaps you want to stitch a quilt to celebrate a special occasion, but you're short on time. Quilters always
need patterns that are both pleasing to look at and quick to make. If you can relate, you've got 54 reasons to love this collection of (54!) fast-to-finish patterns. Projects range from pretty and petite pieces to
large, snuggly lap quilts and everything in between. Dive into your fabric stash or swing by your local quilt shop, and you'll be on your way to a fantastic finish in no time.
Get scrappy with the best-selling author of the "Scrap-Basket" series! In her fifth book, Kim Brackett reveals a fun surprise waiting in these gorgeous repeat-block designs: each quilt pattern comes with two
additional block arrangements. Simply sew the blocks; then rotate them this way and that for an abundance of creative possibilities! * 16 beautiful patterns * 3 different setting options for each quilt * 48
patchwork projects in all! Throw your favorite scraps into the mix and let the scrap-basket sewing begin!
With this collection of delightful baby-quilt designs by top-selling authors, you'll always have the perfect baby gift. Designers include Amy Ellis, Evelyn Sloppy, Jenny Wilding
Cardon, Joan Hanson, Karin Renaud, Karla Alexander, Mary Hickey, Nancy J. Martin, Nancy Mahoney, Retta Warehime, Sara Diepersloot, Sarah Bisel, Susan Dissmore, Teri
Christopherson, and Ursula Reikes. Get outstanding value with an abundance of adorable quilts for Baby--87 in all Play with fun designs ranging from traditional to modern, ideal
for baby showers, birthdays, holidays, and more Discover quilts for every skill level; while most projects are patchwork, some also include charming applique
Indulge your passion for color and fabric with a smorgasbord of blocks to use in a quilt that's a visual feast. The fun begins with more than 100 beautiful quilt blocks that all finish
at 6" square, making them perfect for using scraps and for easy mixing and matching. Whether you prefer traditional or modern, you'll find so much to love in the varied
assortment of block designs. Susan Ache (you may know her as @yardgrl60 on Instagram) shares 50 expert tips throughout, plus step-by-step instructions for making half-
square triangles, flying geese, stitch-and-flip corners, and more. Once your tantalizing blocks are stitched, arranging them in the stunning sampler quilt is sheer pleasure!
Start with a simple block. Slice, turn, and sew slices back together. Then watch the magic happen! It's hard to believe such complex-looking quilts can come from such easy-to-
sew blocks, but turnabout techniques transform even the most basic blocks into showstopping quilts. In some cases slicing isn't even necessary--just turn units as directed for
unique designs! Each chapter focuses on a single block; just follow along to sew, slice, turn, and sew again. Find several design options for each block, along with a total of 24
quilt patterns, so you can make lap quilts, runners, and more with the turnabout blocks you create.
When you're done piecing a quilt, do you often wonder how to finish it with free-motion quilting? Discover how to fill setting triangles, blocks, and borders with a variety of
traditional and modern quilting designs, divided into chapters by style: Lines and Squiggles, Curves and Pebbles, Swirls and Feathers, and Just for Fun. This is a must-have book
and lifelong reference for any quilter's library. Gain confidence as you follow the arrows and see how to fill a confined space with continuous-line quilting motifs that are adaptable
to blocks, triangles, and borders Discover which designs will work best before you sew by practicing your quilting; trace the designs with your finger or on tracing paper Whether
you use a long-arm or home sewing machine, you'll enjoy quilting the wide variety of designs
Inspired by yesterday's traditional blocks and today's reproduction fabrics, the author of the best-selling Small and Scrappy returns to share more petite quilts with ties to the past.
Thirteen designs whisk readers back to an era when the time-honored quilt blocks today''s quilters love were just making their debut. Stitch projects with names such as Wagon
Wheels, Crossing the Prairie, and Aunt Sarah's Scrap Baskets, or make a Tree of Life friendship quilt featuring blocks autographed by family members. Vintage photos and the
words of pioneer women from the mid-nineteenth century, a time when quilting offered a welcome respite from the hardships of moving westward, are sprinkled throughout.
Meet the Moda Blockheads! Six celebrity quilt designers unite to share this compendium of 48 stunning quilt blocks plus six spectacular sampler-quilt patterns to showcase the
beautiful blocks you make. * Lisa Bongean * Betsy Chutchian * Lynne Hagmeier * Jo Morton * Jan Patek * Carrie Nelson Along with imaginative interpretations of each 6"
block--from traditional patchwork inspired by history to whimsical appliqued scenes from nature--you'll enjoy loads of sewing tips from the pros that you can use for as long as you
quilt.
Quilting icon Jo Morton returns with her third book in the "Jo's Little Favorites" series! Enjoy 16 more exquisite little quilts previously available only to her devoted club
members--until now. For the first time, Jo invites quilters into her charming 1920s-era bungalow to share how she displays quilts in her own home. Get oodles of ideas for
showcasing small quilts, along with Jo's favorite techniques for making them. You'll be inspired to start right away with Jo's wise approach: if you want to make them all, make
them small!
“With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any quilter looking to produce family-oriented keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf Bring
the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell
gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s most popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects
include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full of fun and straight-forward patterns
for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the opportunity to make tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s
vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference book that will get you started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items but including
some larger quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource with clear and in some cases, simple patterns
for newbies as well.” —Diary of a Quilter “Color photos of finished needlework projects accompany step-by-step diagrams and assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars
covering materials and cutting allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
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